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DIGITIZING OF THE CADASTRAL MAP OF PARCELS

1. vectorial map files
2. on line access of the Cadastral data
3. improvement - regional system of reference
4. creation of a GIS

PARTNERSHIP WITH THE "STAKEHOLDERS"

- SURVEYORS
- ARCHITECTS
- NOTARIES
- PUBLIC SERVICES

CONCLUSIONS

- the unifying of
  - the Cadastre
  - the Registration and State Property
  - the Mortgage Service
- the creation of the "Patrimonial Documentation"
- the preliminary cadastration
- cadastration of the Public Property
- CADMAP ➔ CADGIS ➔ PATRIS
- collaboration with Surveyors / Notaries / National Geographic Institute / Regional Authorities / Provinces / Town Authorities

THE PATRIS PROJECT

- Registration ➔ PATRIS
- Cadastre ➔ CADGIS
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